Is Your Data Giving You the Insights You Need?

We understand that healthcare data quality has room for improvement.

Manage Your Data Intelligently

Apply data governance strategies to your medical images and enrich data for monetization strategies delivered through an extensible framework.
- Easy implementation, deployment, and orchestration of Enlitic application modules
- The industry’s first localized real-world database and real-world evidence platform that unlocks the value of historical diagnostic images, aligned with real-time information.
- Featuring a host of AI-powered applications that enable data standardization, deidentification and anonymization, integration and analysis.

Every Curie application shares a common inference pipeline, every Enlitic application deployed within Curie learns, adjusts, and gets smarter over time.

What is the Enlitic Curie™ Framework?

The Enlitic Curie framework forms the basis for a real-world medical imaging database that augments other information sources. The framework provides connectivity to modalities, PACS, EMR and other information systems. The framework enables deployment of Enlitic’s artificial intelligence applications for better data management of your medical images.

Enlitic is Improving Your Data Management in Medical Imaging

Today’s healthcare organizations lack a standardized data management strategy. Poor data management of medical imaging can impact efficiency, capacity and workflow negatively. Increased costs, lack of productivity and decreased job satisfaction all contribute to a worsening problem.
- $26.5B lost annually to inefficiencies in radiology.
- 81% of respondents to a SIIM survey experience challenges with interoperability.
- 94% of respondents to an AHA survey have data not integrated contributing to data silos
- $2.4M spent annually cleaning and correcting data per hospital and data is still not reliable to make informed decisions
- And more…
Don’t accept “Business as Usual.”

Learn more about how Enlitic|Curie™ can revolutionize your workflow:
Book a Demo: enlitic.com/bookademo